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storing and providing information. And yet, it
would appear that the notion of ‘information
content’ of an information system is elusive. In
the field of databases, the information content of
a database has been taken as the instance of a
database and the information capacity of a data
schema as the collection of instances of the
schema [9], [10], [11]. Another view on the
topic of the relationship between information
and data is that if it is truthful, meaningful data
is semantic information [8]. We argue that such
views miss two fundamental points. One is a
convincing conception of ‘information content’.
To equate data with information overlooks the
fact that data in a database is merely raw
material for bearing and conveying information.

1. Introduction
Database systems store data [7]. Users query a
database [2] and a query can only be answered
through a ‘direct match’ between the selection
criteria within a query and data (up to aggregations
of the data). In a case of querying a database beyond
this, the system is unlikely to answer the query. A
conventional query is, in essence, concerned with
only the propositional content of data. Data carry
information [6], [3]. A piece of data may carry
information about another [1], [15]. It would seem
desirable and possible to capitalize on this
phenomenon so that more information can be
derived than using conventional queries.

Information systems are constructed for
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Information must be veridical (p.10 of [1]), that
is, it must relate to a contingent truth [8], while
for data there is no such requirement. The other
is a framework for reasoning about information
content to reveal hidden information. In
addressing this problem, our purpose is to look
at the relationships between information content,
database structure and business rules, and thus
discover how tacit business knowledge can then
be explicitly expressed and used.

Then he formalizes the above as
“Information Content: A signal r carries the
information that s is F = The conditional probability
of s’s being F, given r (and k), is 1(but, given k alone,
less than 1).”
Note that k stands for prior knowledge about
information source s.
Here is an example: That John is awarded a grade ‘A’
for his Programming course contains the information
that he has gained 70% or above for that course. The
definition above will be used as a cornerstone to
define the theoretical foundation of the framework.

In this paper, we present a novel framework for
reasoning about the information content of data in a
database. It helps a database system improve its
capability of inference. This is achieved by
introducing a variety of information sources such as
domain knowledge. With the help of outside
information sources, not only more queries that deal
with a wider range of information than the
propositional content of data within database can be
answered, but also hidden information within the
database system can be discovered. The underlying
thought of the framework is based on a concept of
information content. Fred Dretske [3] firstly
introduced the concept. Then Xu, Feng and Crowe
[16] extend Dretske’s idea and give a more detailed
definition of Information Content of states of affairs.
Our thoughts are based on the latter definition.
The next section gives some fundamental
concepts. Then the framework and a prototype of
implementation are presented in the third section.
The last section concludes the paper.

2.2 Random Events
Following [16], the definition above is based upon
the notion of probability ([1], pp.14-18), and it is
strongly connected with the notion of random event.
Thus, they firstly defined random event as follows:
“Let s be a selection process under a set C of
conditions, O the set of possible outcomes of s,
which are called states, and E the power set of O, X
is a random event if E ∋ X and there is a probability
of X, i.e., P(X). ”
For example, to select a student record from Students
table randomly in database and it is of a particular
student is a random event.
In addition to the definition above, they
unveiled a definition of probability space to explain
what mean by ‘probability distribution’ as below:

2. Basic Concepts
A number of fundamental notions are defined in this
section and they are the cornerstones of this paper.
2.1 Information Content
Fred Dretske [3] gives the definition of information
content as follow:

“Let s be a selection process under a set C of
conditions, O the set of possible outcomes of s, E the
power set of O and E ∋ Xi for i = 1,…, n, Ps is the
probability space of the random events Xi for i =
1,…, n if Ps = {P(X1), P(X2),…, P(Xn)} and ∑P(Xi) =
1. ”

“A state of affairs contains information about X to
just that extent to which a suitably placed observer
could learn something about X by consulting it.”

2.3 Random Variables
A random variable is a variable that can hold one of a
number of possible values at a time and which one of
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the values to be hold is determined randomly. For
example, as in the above example, Students table
contains attributes such as ID, Name and DOB. A
random variable could be any one attribute or a
collection of attributes of the Students table in the
sense that for a randomly chosen tuple, the value of
its ID cannot be pre-determined and can only be one
of all the possible values for ID.

Relation:
Information content of
X includes Y
X, Y: both database
random events
X: a database random
event; Y: a real world
random event
X: a real world random
event; Y: a database
random event

2.4 Particulars of random events
Furthermore, Xu, Feng and Crowe (2008) point out
that even though Dretske’s definition is plausible, the
role that individual events play in our looking at the
information content of a state of affairs was
overlooked in Dretske’s definition. To amend this,
Xu, Feng and Crowe [16] put forward a definition of
particulars of a random event as follow:

X,Y: both real world
random events

Syntactic relations
between data constructs
and data values
Semantic values and
information content of
data
Rules and processes of
database design and
database operations
Relations between real
world objects, business
rules

“Let s be a selection process under a set C of
conditions, X a random event concerning s, Xi an
instance of s, Xi is a particular of X if Xi is in a state
Ω, written Ω = state(Xi), and X ∋ Ω. ”

2.5.1 IIR Rules
Xu, Feng and Crowe [16] identify five inference
rules for reasoning about IIR with proofs for the
soundness and completeness of the rules. The rules
are:

As in the example above, to select a student record
from Students table is a random variable, the record
happens to be John’s is a random event, and one
occurrence of John’s record is a particular of the
random event.

Reflexivity: Y ⊆ X, then X→ Y
This rule means that if random event Y is contained
in random event X then the information content of X
includes Y, which is also denoted IIR(X, Y). The rest
of the rules can be interpreted similarly.

Augmentation: X → Y, then XZ → YZ
2.5 ‘Information Content Inclusion’ Relations
The term, ‘Information Content Inclusion’ Relation,
was firstly put forward by Feng in 1998 [5]. It was
defined as follows: if the particulars of random event
Y are in the information content of the particulars of
random event X then we say that ‘random event Y is
in the information content of random event X’, and
such a relationship between X and Y is called the
‘information content inclusion relation’, IIR for
short.
In addition to the definition above, Xu, Feng
and Crowe [16] clarify four types of IIR and their
sources shown in the table below:

Transitivity: X → Y, Y → Z, then X → Z
Union: X → Y, X → Z, then X → YZ
Decomposition: X → YZ, then X → Y, X → Z

Information Inclusion

2.5.3 Differences between Functional
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2.5.2 Original IIR
Original IIR are those that are identified by applying
IIR definition directly to a variety of sources such as
the real world, database systems and domain
knowledge and are not those that are derivable by
using the inference rules on known IIR. For example,
Referential Integrity is a kind of constraints in a
relational database, from which, original IIR can be
derived.

Sources
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therefore are in the information content of the given
random event constitute the IIR closure of the
random event. For example, ‘Student ID = B001’ is a
random event, and ‘Student Address = 1 High Street’
is in its information content. Likewise, ‘Student
Postcode = PA1 2BE’ is in that of ‘Student ID =
B001’. Through Transitivity, ‘Student Postcode =
PA1 2BE’ is also in the information content of
‘Student ID = B001’. All such random events as
‘Student Postcode = PA1 2BE’ and ‘Student Address
= 1 High Street’ would constitute the IIR closure of
‘Student ID = B001’. Let x1 denote ‘Student ID =
B001’, then we use x1+ to done the IIR closure of x1.

Dependencies and IIR
The inference rules for IIR may look similar to those
for Functional Dependencies. But there are several
differences between them. Xu, Feng and Crowe [16]
give a table shown below, which summaries the
differences:
Functional
IIR
Dependencies
Events-member
of power set of
Objects
Attributes in a
outcomes of a
concerned
relation
selection
process
Characterization Both random
of objects
and certain ones Random
concerned (1)
are covered
DB and the real
Characterization
world –
of objects
Within a DB
altogether four
concerned(2)
types
Syntactic,
Semantic,
What is based
Syntactic
Norms,
on
Characterization
Business
rules…
The veridicality
of event X is a
necessary
Veridicality
N/A
condition for X
to be qualified
as information
being carried

3.3 IIR between Attributes and IIR Closure of an
Attribute
Let X be an attribute. X can be taken as a random
variable, and by taking one of the values that X can
possibly take, we may say that X contains a set of
random events. In other words, X can be seen as the
aggregation of all its random events. As a random
event may have another in its information content
through having an IIR with it and the latter is
contained by another random variable, two random
variables may form a relationship between them
based on IIR. If every random event of Y is in the
information content of at least one random event of
X, then we say that attribute Y is in the information
content of attribute X, denoted IIR(X, Y). All such
attributes as Y that are logically implied by a given
set of IIR, which can therefore derived by using the
IIR rules, constitute the IIR closure of X denoted X+.
That is, X+ denotes the set of all attributes such that
for everyone of which each of its contained random
events has an IIR with at least one of X’s random
event, that is, the former is in the information content
of the latter.
For example, we would have IIR(Student ID,
Student Address), which means that Student Address
is in the information content of Student ID. By the
IIR rules, we can get IIR(Student ID, Student
Postcode). Therefore (Student ID)+ would include
Student Address and Student Postcode, among
others.

3 IIR Closures
3.1 The Closure of a set of IIR
Let F be a set of IIR. F closure (denoted F+) is the set
of IIR implied by F. F ⊆ F+. If F= F+, F is called a
complete set of IIR in the sense that no more IIR can
be derived from it by using the IIR rules.
3.2 IIR Closure of a Random Event
All random events that are derivable by using the IIR
inference rules on a given set of original IIR and
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With all the above basic notions in mind, a flow
chart can be constructed, which depicts how the
basic concepts are linked with one another.

3.4 Derivation of three Levels of Closures with
Oracle
Our Oracle implementation of IIR reasoning derives
three levels of closures, namely, those between
classes or tables, those between attributes and those
between values of attributes. The first two are
closures between random variables, and the third
between random events. That is to say, the first two
closures are concerned with relationships between
random variables. However, IIR is a relationship
between random events. The former relationship is
similar to IIR, but it needs to be clarified. In the
Oracle implementation, IIR closure of class/table X
contains all classes or tables that are implied by
class/table X and that are inferable by using IIR rules
against a given set of IIR. We observe that the rules
for random variables are similar to those for IIR,
which are applicable only to random events. In this
case, the IIR closure of table X is the set of
classes/tables implied by X.
Similarly, the IIR closure of an attribute (also a
random variable) deals with attributes of a table. For
example, variable X’s closure contains all attributes
implied by variable X. The IIR closure of a random
event for a relational database deals with data values.
More precisely, a random event in a database in our
formulation exists in the form of combinations of
attributes and values in database. In other words, an
attribute and a value construct a pair that is seen as a
random event in a database. As a result, the IIR
closure of random event X contains a set of pairs of
all attributes and values implied by random event X.

1. IIR Closures of
Classes/Tables
2. IIR Closures of Attributes
3. IIR Closures of Data Values
Captures

Information
Content of Data
Data are seen as

Random Events that may
have IIR Relations
An aggregation of
Individual occurrences of

form

a random event is called

Random
Variable

Particulars of random events

Fig. 1 A Flow Chart of the Basic Concepts
This diagram shows that closures of the three levels
capture and formalize the information content of
data in a database. Data in a database are now
formalized as random events and random variables,
and the ‘information content inclusion’ relation (IIR)
can therefore be identified. Thus, the IIR closure of
X is the information content of X as far as the data in
a database and a given set of identifiable IIR
between data go.

3.5 Why computing IIR closures
To compute F+ given F, we can compute instead X+
for all X, which is normally easier than computing F+
directly. Once X closure is known, to know if IIR(X,
Y) holds given F (i.e., whether it is implied by F) is a
matter of verifying if Y is in the X closure or not. If
so, the IIR holds. Otherwise, as far as the given F
goes, the IIR does not exist.

4 A System for Reasoning about
Information Content of Data in a
Database
With the idea of IIR and associated other notions, we
have created a system for reasoning about the
information content of data in a database by taking

3.6 A Flow Chart of the Basic Concepts
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into account the ideas of Wang and Feng [14], and
Eessaar [4], Intuitively, the system works like this.
To select a student from a Students table is seen as a
random event. And the term ‘particular’ is used to
describe a single occurrence of a random event. For
example, student John’s record happens to be
selected from the Students table, and this particular
occurrence of selection of John’s record is a
‘particular’ of the random event that the record
happens to be John’s. A random variable may be
seen as an aggregation of random events. In a table,
an attribute can be seen as a random variable because
it normally contains many random events in it. For
example, Student Name is random variable, which
contains Student Name being John and Student
Name being Herman, among others. The IIR closure
of Student ID being B001, for example, contains
Student Name being ‘John’, Student Major being
‘history’ and Class Name being ‘BD445’. If a user
queries about the class name about John, the query
can be answered by searching in this IIR closure of
Student ID being B001. That is, once IIR closures
are known, queries can be posed on these closures.
This way some information that cannot be found by
conventional queries may be discovered.

Users’ Queries
Are posed to
Oracle

1. IIR Closures of Classes/Tables
2. IIR Closures of Attributes
3. IIR Closures of Data Values

Implementation

IIR Rules:
Reflexivity
Augmentation
Transitivity
Union
Decompositio

Output

Are
embedded in

Computing
Unit

Are implemented by

Algorithm and
Justification of
Validity
Input

Identification of
Original IIR

Inherent in a
Database

Input

Includes

Derived From

Domain
Knowledg

Semantic
Level

Includes

Ontolog

Syntactic
Level
Includes

Ad Hoc
E.g. Business Rules

Relationship
between
Tables: Cardinality Ratio
Data Dependency
Function Dependency
Multivalued Dependency
Join Dependency

Schema
Transformation (e.g.,
SIG in Miller 94)
Integrity Entity:
Referential
Integrity,…

Fig. 2 A System for Reasoning about Information
Content of Data in a Database
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As depicted in Fig. 2, the system consists of three
main parts. The upper part is where users pose
queries to the Oracle implementation of the system.
The middle part is the Oracle implementation of
information content reasoning. The lower part
includes a variety of sources of original IIR, mainly
from domain knowledge and the syntactic and
semantic properties of the database that are inherent
to it.
The form of the queries is the conventional SQL.
Most programming efforts were put on the
implementation of computing the IIR closures. The
core algorithm is based on the IIR rules. Original IIR
were then added into the unit. This is one of the most
difficult parts in the programming as when more
original IIR were discovered more computation
capability has to be added into the program such that
the closures can continually increase accordingly.
The output of the unit is simple. Three kinds of
closures are provided by the system separately or
together depending on the need of the user.
Importantly, these outcomes of closures contain
information content of random events. User queries,
then, be posed on these closures. Thus, more
information can be discovered through queries.
The process of discovering original IIR could be
extremely hard. There is a variety of sources out
there that could potentially contain huge amount of
original IIR [13]. The two main sources though are
domain knowledge and the properties of the database
per se. The latter can be further divided into those of
semantic and syntactic levels respectively. Hereinto,
the syntactic level includes plenty of constraints,
which can be directly translated into original IIR
such as data dependency, integrity rules and the
cardinality ratio between tables.

example queries. Both of the above two
implementations were developed by using PL/SQL
[12].
4.1.1 The Preliminary Implementation
In this stage, the IIR rules were embedded in a
computing unit of the implementation. These rules
constitute the core of an inference engine. The whole
process of program development of computing unit
had been completed in advance.
For the prototype, we only added some example
original IIR into the computing unit. And the
outcomes can be seen as an abstract of closures. The
following example shows the detail of the implement
of the prototype.
We assume that the following IIR are given:
F {AB→C, C→A, BC→D, ACD→B, D→EG,
BE→C, CG→BD, CE→AG}, in which X→Y is a
simplified version of IIR(X, Y), which means that
the information content of X includes Y.
Supposing we wanted to know the IIR closures
of all combinations of attributes based on the above
given IIR. Then, these IIR were imported into the
computing unit. The computing unit then computed
the IIR closures, which were stored in a table in an
Oracle database. Then we used the SELECT
command to display the result as follow:

4.1 Oracle Implementation
The Oracle Implementation of the prototype of the
framework was carried in two stages. In the first one,
a simplified implementation of the prototype was
built to test if the whole ideas can actually work on
Oracle DBMS. Then, a more functionally
comprehensive implementation was built to tackle
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Then, the process repeated over and over again until
the unit cannot detect any related IIR for the
attributes. For the programming perspective, the
program stops once the attributes in the left hand
side of the original IIR do not include any more
attribute that is in the information contents of them.
4.1.2 The Comprehensive Implementation
In addition to the core computing unit, the
comprehensive implementation of our prototype
integrates many more original IIR based on a
realistic example.
Suppose the following three tables are stored in
an Oracle database.
Students (sid, sname, stmajor, yr, age)
Class (cname, time, room)
Enrolment (sid, cname)
In the tables above, sid is the primary key of
Students, cname is the primary key of Class, sid of
Enrolment is a foreign key referencing Students and
cname of Enrolment is a foreign key referencing
Class. Sid and canme combined as the composite
primary key of Enrolment.
The tables were populated with sample records.
As Fig. 2 shows, referential integrity is one of the
sources from which original IIR are derived. Thus,
the constraints above were translated and integrated
into the computing unit, in addition to the IIR rules.
Suppose that students in different subjects fancy a
variety of sports. For example, history students fancy
swimming, while geology students like diving. This
could be ad hoc business rules of domain knowledge
from which original IIR rules can also be derived,
and they are integrated into the computing unit.. As a
result, the size of IIR closures expanded accordingly.
We now give an example below.
Suppose we want to know the IIR closure of
‘SID 150’, i.e., Student ID being 150. ‘SID’ and
‘100’ would be inputted into the computing unit. The
IIR closure would then be presented on the screen:

Fig. 3 IIR Closures Computed (a Screen Dump)
In Fig. 3, XNO counts the number of combination of
attributes. The combinations per se are stored under
column name XDET. XCNO records the number of
times of a attribute combination been computed. 0
means the first time of computing, 1 means the
second time of computing and so forth. For example,
attribute combination FEB in NO. 66 gets 0 in
XCNO and FEB in XDEP, which means that the
closure of FEB is FEB after first computing.
Similarly, FEB in NO. 67 gets 1 in XCNO and FEBC
in XDEP, which means that the IIR closure of FEB is
FEBC after two iterations of the computing.
As shown above, all the closures are shown in
the right hand side. For each attribute combination, it
has at least one closure that is itself. Some
combinations have more than one closure because
computing unit detects certain IIR implied by the
attributes within the combination. Thus, a new
closure was then produced and stored in the table.
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users’ queries are posed on the closure, more
information will be provided to them.

5 Future Works
With IIR rules, we have discussed the relation
regarding information content (i.e., information
carrying) between random events. Such a relation at
a higher level, i.e., that between random variables is
still not clear. How the relations on different levels
are connected also deserves further investigation.
By far, the process of identifying original IIR is
done manually. However, ideally, the system could
identify original IIR automatically depending on the
need of user.
More hidden information within database
should be discovered with the increase of original
IIR derived from database itself and outside sources.
Original IIR rules derived from sources like an
ontology has not been implemented yet. The
programming structure of the computing unit has not
been examined in terms of efficiency and robustness.
In addition, a graphic interface should be integrated
into the programme to help users pose queries
directly. Distributed systems may be taken into
account as well in the future.

Fig. 4 An IIR Closure Computed (a Screen Dump)
As Fig. 4 shows, the closure is made up of two parts.
One part contains data values ‘Parks geology So 21
BA200 TTH9 SC110 diving’ etc shown in the top
half of Fig.4. The other part shown in the bottom half
part of Fig. 4 contains the attributes to which the
values belong and the tables to which the attributes
belong. Thus, the above closure of ‘SID 150’ can be
read as having CNAME = BA200, SNAME = Park,
STMAJOR = geology, YR = So, AGE = 21, TIME =
TTH9, ROOM = SC110, and Favourite Sport =
diving. The closure above was based on the input of
‘SID 150’ only. In order words, the information
content of ‘SID 150’ is CNAME BA200, SNAME
Park, STMAJOR geology, YR So, AGE 21, TIME
TTH9, ROOM SC110, and Favourite Sports being
diving. All the information except ‘diving’ is
inferred by using records of the tables stored in the
Oracle database, the IIR rules and the original IIR
derived from referential integrity. ‘Favourite sport is
diving’ is inferred by using original IIR derived from
business rules outside the Oracle database in
addition to IIR rules. This example shows that the
closure of ‘SID 150’ contains not only information
within the database, but also information from
outside the database such as business rules. Once
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6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to
information content reasoning of databases. We gave
a set of basic concepts and described a prototype of a
system for such purpose. A number of examples
were used to test our system. With information
sources outside database imported into the system,
the information content of a random event (data
values) within the database expanded dramatically.
Users could make the most of the information
content by posing queries. Thus, more information
can be discovered than conventional queries.
Technically speaking, the increase of random event’s
closures is based on the boost in original IIR.
However, identification of original IIR rules could
be extremely hard due to wide range of sources
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outside database. However, once original IIR have
been identified and then integrated into the
computing unit of our system, the system provides a
powerful engine for users to query a database.
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